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Abstract. A runtime monitor observes a running system and checks
whether the sequence of events the system generates satisfies a given spec-
ification. We describe the evolution of VeriMon: an expressive and efficient
monitor that has been formally verified using the Isabelle proof assistant.

1 Introduction

The goal of runtime verification (RV) is to gain confidence in the correctness of
a given execution of a running system. This is a lightweight alternative to full
formal verification which must consider all possible executions. In RV, monitors
are tools that take as input an execution represented as a sequence of events called
trace, analyze the trace with respect to a given specification, and output verdicts,
i.e., satisfactions or violations of the specification. Monitors support a wide range
of specification languages [8], including automaton-based, (temporal-)logic-based,
and (recursive-)rule-based formalisms.

A monitor’s specification language must be expressive to allow users to for-
mulate the desired properties in a concise, natural, and intuitive way. At the
same time and often in direct conflict with the expressiveness requirement, mon-
itors must be time- and memory-efficient. Expressive and efficient monitors use
complex, optimized algorithms, whose correctness is not obvious. Yet a monitor
must be trustworthy to be used as a verification tool.

VeriMon [1, 18, 20] is an expressive, efficient, and trustworthy monitor. Its
specification language is based on the expressive metric first-order temporal logic
(MFOTL) [2], but it additionally incorporates automata-based and rule-based
features. It uses efficient algorithms for evaluating the temporal operators Since
and Until, n-ary conjunctions (as multi-way joins), and aggregations such as sums
or averages. Finally, it is trustworthy as it has been formally verified using the Isa-
belle/HOL proof assistant [15]. Proof assistants are tools that mechanically check
the correctness of human-written mathematical proofs, e.g., of an algorithm’s cor-
rectness. They are built around a small, well-understood inference kernel through
which all reasoning must pass, which provides the highest level of trustworthiness.

Here, we describe VeriMon’s origins and evolution, outline some planned next
steps, and discuss the advantages of formally verifying monitors.
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2 Evolution
VeriMon originated from a certain dissatisfaction with existing monitoring tools.
Specifically, we have been using the efficient MFOTL monitor MonPoly [2, 3]
for years. But every so often, we would discover and fix an implementation bug.
While annoying, this was not the most pressing issue. More importantly, Mon-
Poly became an impenetrable black box: extending its specification language or
improving its algorithms became extremely difficult for us as the implementation
included various undocumented and non-obvious performance optimizations and
the original implementors had moved on. (A typical fate of academic software!)

Eventually, we decided to start from scratch aiming at establishing the correct-
ness of a much simplified algorithm, which did not include performance optimiza-
tions and supported a restricted specification language. To this end, we formulated
in Isabelle the syntax and semantics of MFOTL, defined a core monitoring al-
gorithm as a functional program, and proved the algorithm sound (all produced
verdicts are correct according to the semantics) and complete (all verdicts that
hold under the semantics are eventually produced). To obtain an executable pro-
gram, we used Isabelle’s code generator [10] to extract 2 800 lines of OCaml code
from our formalization consisting of 3 000 lines of Isabelle definitions and proofs.
The extracted code included two main functions (and their dependencies): init
that initialized the monitor’s state for a given abstract syntax tree of an MFOTL
specification and step that updates the monitor’s state upon incoming events while
outputting verdicts. The first version of VeriMon [18] augmented this verified core
with MonPoly’s unverified specification and log parsers and modules for type-
checking, rewriting, and preprocessing specifications and for printing verdicts.

After this kick-start, the first target was to align VeriMon’s variant of MFOTL
with MonPoly’s, which included inequalities and aggregation operators. Having
formally established and thus understood the algorithmic invariants for other
non-temporal operators made these extensions straightforward [1, §2–3]. At that
point, we were in the position of extending VeriMon, one feature at a time, often
carried out mostly by undergraduate students. Today, VeriMon incorporates:
– Regular expression matching operators generalizing MFOTL’s temporal

operators and representing a form of automaton-based specifications [1, §4];
– A non-recursive let operator, invaluable for structuring policies [20, §3];
– A recursive let operator that requires all recursive occurrences to be guarded

by past temporal operators and can encode rule-based specifications [20, §4].

We are currently working on adding support for dual temporal operators (Release
and Trigger) [13]. All these extensions do not only introduce new operators, but
also extend the correctness proof to cover the new features.

The first version of VeriMon was extremely inefficient. We have spent consid-
erable time and energy on verifying performance optimizations. VeriMon became
the incubator for developing and proving correct algorithms for the evaluation of
Since and Until [1, §6] [16, §4.4] and aggregations over those that asymptotically
improved over MonPoly’s algorithms. We also used insights from databases and
incorporated a worst-case optimal multi-way join algorithm [1, §5]. Overall, Veri-
Mon still tends to be slower and use more memory than MonPoly, but it is easy
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to construct examples in which the better algorithms reverse the picture. In the
meantime, some of these algorithms have also found their way into MonPoly.

We have also made progress on reducing the amount of VeriMon’s unverified
code by verifying a type inference algorithm and a specification rewriting module.

Since the first version, VeriMon’s publicly available code base5 grew signif-
icantly. The formalization now spans over 45 000 lines of Isabelle definitions and
proofs. The extracted code amounts to over 11 000 lines of OCaml. Thanks to the
transpiler js_of_ocaml [19], we can now run VeriMon in every web browser.6
This is not recommended for realistic applications (due to the suboptimal per-
formance and the increased trusted code base which then includes js_of_ocaml
and the browser’s JavaScript engine), but extremely useful for demonstrations.

3 Future Directions

We plan to improve VeriMon along the three discussed dimensions. For trustwor-
thiness, the missing ingredients are the specification and log parsers. Once verified,
they will allow us to run VeriMon without relying on MonPoly’s unverified code.

To further improve efficiency, we will use database-style indices to speed
up joins and other operations on tables, the main computations in VeriMon
aside from the temporal operator evaluation. Furthermore, we plan to lift the
recently developed algorithms for the regular expression matching operators in the
propositional metric temporal logic setting [16, §3] to VeriMon’s first-order setting.

In terms of expressiveness, we aim to generalize VeriMon’s time domain
from natural numbers to an arbitrary domain meeting minimal well-formedness
conditions. This will improve the flexibility of VeriMon’s metric intervals used to
express quantitative temporal constraints. We also intend to verify and incorpo-
rate algorithms for a Datalog-style recursive let operator. Finally, VeriMon, like
MonPoly, operates on finite tables and thus can only handle the monitorable frag-
ment of MFOTL [2, §4.2]. While other approaches, which can handle full MFOTL
by replacing tables with automatic structures or binary decision diagrams, exist [2,
11,12], we believe that working with finite tables is a major source of efficiency for
VeriMon. Thus, we plan to verify and integrate in VeriMon the recent approach of
rewriting arbitrary MFOTL specifications into the monitorable fragment [16, §4.3].

4 Discussion

The obvious benefit of working with a formally verified algorithm is the absence of
bugs. This benefit is no longer given when the verified code is combined with unver-
ified code. Indeed, we found and fixed several issues in the unverified glue code con-
necting VeriMon’s data structures to MonPoly’s in VeriMon’s early days. Yet, the
glue code is only a few hundred lines and it is much easier to localize the problem
there compared to the thousands of lines of code comprising the actual monitor.

A bigger danger for verified tools are misunderstandings in the semantics. For
example, VeriMon used to compute averages as a + b/2 because it reused the
5 https://bitbucket.org/jshs/monpoly/src/master/
6 https://traytel.bitbucket.io/verimon
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same faulty Isabelle definition in the semantics and the algorithm, which omitted
a pair of parentheses by mistake. To avoid such issues, the formalized semantics
of the specification language must be carefully inspected, including all auxiliary
definitions. Fortunately, and again in contrast to the actual monitoring algorithm,
VeriMon’s semantics comprises only a few hundred lines of Isabelle definitions.

A major asset for VeriMon’s usability is its tight integration with MonPoly.
Both tools are compiled into a single binary, which distinguishes the used algo-
rithm via a flag. This resulted in a standard workflow, in which users run MonPoly
and rerun using VeriMon in case MonPoly’s output looks suspicious. We have
also performed such a comparative execution on a larger scale on random inputs.
This differential testing revealed discrepancies [1, 18, 20] pointing to bugs and an
unusual (but specified) semantics in the unverified tools MonPoly and DejaVu [12].

We see extensibility as the main advantage of a formally verified monitor. The
verification of the first version of VeriMon has already identified several notions
and their properties central to the verification. Adding new features then reduced
to extending these notions while updating the proofs of their properties. Along
similar lines, we replaced inefficient algorithms by efficient ones using refinement,
which allowed us to reuse the proofs of the inefficient algorithms’ correctness.

Several of VeriMon’s features, such as the non-recursive let operator and the im-
proved algorithms for Since and Until, have been propagated back to MonPoly and
have guided the design of a new monitoring tool implemented in C++, CPPMon.7

We are happy to start seeing other work in the community that uses proof assis-
tants [4–6,17], deductive verifiers [9], or SMT solvers [7,14] to improve the trustwor-
thiness of monitors. We believe that formal verification is the only way towards a
landscape of tools that are reliable and maintainable: not just one-paper wonders.
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